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Background The effectiveness of open carpal tunnel release (OCTR) in treating
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is well known. However, the role of ancillary external
neurolysis of the median nerve is not well-documented. The Boston carpal tunnel
questionnaire (BCTQ) is a commonly used disease-specific outcome instrument for
CTS, which is validated across major languages of the world. No such validated Hindi
version of BCTQ exists.
Objectives To analyze and compare the long-term outcome in patients who underwent OCTR alone and OCTR with external neurolysis of the median nerve, using BCTQ–
Hindi version, while checking its validity.
Materials and Methods A retrospective, cross-sectional study was conducted at a
tertiary care institute. The BCTQ was translated into Hindi language by a language
expert. Eighty-four consecutive patients who underwent either unilateral/bilateral
OCTR, with or without external neurolysis of the median nerve, between 2009 and
2019 were included in the study. Outcome analysis was done using BCTQ–Hindi version and patient satisfaction scoring. BCTQ–Hindi version was examined for statistical validity. Subgroup analysis of the outcome based on surgical technique (OCTR vs.
OCTR with external neurolysis) used was carried out.
Results Response rate was 80.9%. Total hands evaluated were 108. BCTQ–Hindi version showed statistical validity. Overall symptom severity score (SSS) and functional
severity score (FSS) were 1.14 ± 0.4 and 1.12 ± 0.35, respectively. Subgroup analysis
of outcome revealed statistically significant results in favor of OCTR with external neurolysis of the median nerve.
Conclusions BCTQ–Hindi version is statistically validated. OCTR with external neurolysis of the median nerve is a promising avenue in surgical management of CTS.
Further prospective studies are warranted.
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Key-Messages
BCTQ–Hindi version is statistically validated. OCTR with
external neurolysis of the median nerve is a promising avenue in surgical management of CTS.
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and statistically validate BCTQ–Hindi version, and apply it in
studying long-term outcomes in patients who have undergone OCTR with or without external neurolysis of the median
nerve.

Materials and Methods

Introduction
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the most common clinically
encountered entrapment neuropathy, resulting from compression of the median nerve.1,2 Although the exact cause
and pathogenesis of CTS are still unclear, it is found related
to numerous risk factors like size of the carpal tunnel; pregnancy; occupations involving repeated exposure of the hand
and wrist to high pressure or high force or vibrating tools;
and systemic comorbidities like obesity, thyroid dysfunction,
diabetes mellitus, and rheumatoid arthritis.3,4 The clinical
manifestations include pain and paresthesias in the hand
and digits, along the median nerve distribution, as well as
paralysis and wasting of the hand muscles. Diagnosis is based
on clinical symptoms, electrophysiological testing and, more
recently, ultrasonography of the median nerve.5 The patients
with milder form of CTS can be managed with conservative
measures like wrist support and steroid injections. However,
in moderate or severe cases, surgical carpal tunnel release
(CTR) has shown the best results.4,5 CTR is called primary
when done for the first time in cases of CTS. Recurrent CTS is
treated via revision/secondary CTR. While the literature has
shown equivalent efficacies between endoscopic and open
releases, open carpal tunnel release (OCTR) is still recognized
as the gold standard for carpal tunnel decompression.6,7
The pathophysiology of CTS involves a combination of
physiological/pathological processes, leading to chronic
compression and ischemic damage to the median nerve. This
results in the median nerve developing adhesions and losing its ability to “glide freely” during movements of the wrist
joint within the carpal tunnel.8 To counter such pathological processes that might result in the persistence of symptoms post OCTR alone, surgeons in 1990s started probing
into the role of ancillary procedures in OCTR, like internal
neurolysis, epineurotomy, tenosynovectomy, and tendon
transfers.9-11 Multiple randomized controlled trials over the
past three decades have shown no additional benefits of
internal neurolysis and epineurotomy; hence, they are no
longer used in clinical practice.12,13 On the contrary, external
neurolysis in OCTR remains an underrated and poorly evaluated ancillary technique.
In recent years, self-administered and standardized questionnaires, evaluating outcomes of concern to the patients
are increasingly in clinical practice. The Boston carpal tunnel questionnaire (BCTQ) is one such commonly used standardized questionnaire, evaluating symptom severity and
functional status in CTS.14 This questionnaire has been translated into many major languages of the world, and it is found
to be valid and reliable.15-19 Although Mody et al published
a paper on the use of a modified BCTQ for Hindi speaking
population, no readily usable and validated Hindi version
of BCTQ exists to date.20 Hence, our study aims to translate

Study Design

This is a retrospective, cross-sectional study including all the
consecutive OCTR cases done by the senior author between
2009 to 2019 at P D Hinduja Hospital, Mumbai. The study
group included all the living patients who had undergone
OCTR for unilateral/bilateral CTS, with or without external
neurolysis of the median nerve, as of June 1, 2020. Another
prerequisite for patient inclusion was the ability to read
Hindi language and complete a written questionnaire.
An informed valid consent was taken from all the eligible
patients who were willing to be a part of this study. At our
institute, CTR is offered only to moderate or severe CTS cases
(grading as per American Association of Neuromuscular and
Electrodiagnostic Medicine; AANEM21) with failed conservative management after 4 to 6 weeks (►Fig. 1).

Surgical Techniques

Patients in the study group received either a standard OCTR
alone or a modified OCTR with an ancillary external neurolysis of the median nerve. A 2 to 3 cm palmar skin incision was
used in both the procedures along the radial side of the ring
finger. The incision was just short of wrist crease proximally
and reaching the Kaplan cardinal line distally. Releasing of
the transverse carpal ligament (TCL) in the longitudinal plane
was done to achieve adequate decompression of the median
nerve.22 Ancillary external neurolysis of the median nerve
consisted of breaking down the adhesions and releasing of
encapsulating scar tissue around the nerve, to restore nerve’s
ability to “glide freely” during wrist joint movements. The
deep fascia of the forearm in the region of the wrist was also
divided along with the TCL, as it may sometimes also act
as a compressing force. ►Fig. 2 shows the procedural steps
of OCTR with external neurolysis of the median nerve. All
CTRs done before 2014 received OCTR alone. Since 2014, the
senior author started including an ancillary external neurolysis of the median nerve along with all the OCTRs, based on
the encouraging results of external neurolysis seen in other
peripheral neuropathies. Majority OCTRs were done under
local anesthesia. Mild sedation or occasional short general
anesthesia (GA) was used in anxious patients, and those
undergoing external neurolysis. No tourniquets were used
in any of the OCTRs. Simultaneous or staged OCTRs were
offered to bilaterally symptomatic CTS patients.

BCTQ–Hindi Version
The BCTQ assesses CTS-specific impairments through its
two scales: 11-item symptom severity scale (SSS) and
8-item functional status scale (FSS).14 Each item, across
both the scales, has five possible response options ranging from 1 to 5 with 1 being no concerns and 5 being the
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Fig. 1 Flowchart depicting the study procedure. OCTR, open carpal tunnel release, BCTQ, Boston carpal tunnel questionnaire.

worst status.23 Final scoring for each scale (SSS and FSS)
is obtained by taking an average of all the items in that
particular scale. An SSS or FSS score of ≥ 2 is considered
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as an unfavorable outcome, as this had been used in previously published studies.14,24-26 The BCTQ was translated
into the Hindi language, according to the accepted rules
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Fig. 2 Procedural steps of open carpal tunnel release (OCTR) with
median nerve neurolysis. (A) 2 to 3 cm skin incision (red line) taken
along the radial border of the ring finger, just short of wrist crease
proximally, and reaching the Kaplan cardinal line distally (blue line);
(B) releasing of the transverse carpal ligament (TCL); (C) post TCL
release–median nerve seen with surrounding adhesions; (D) postmedian nerve external neurolysis (yellow tag).

Pattankar et al.

score was also obtained simultaneously by the authors.
Response rate was 80.9%. Demographics and clinical data
of those patients or hands/cases who completed the study
have been tabulated in ►Table 1. Mean age of the patients at
the time of outcome analysis was 57.94 ± 10.9 years. Female
to male ratio was 5.2:1. Commonest comorbidities reported
among patients were hypothyroidism (25%), diabetes (20.5%),
and rheumatoid/gouty arthritis (5.9%). Common presenting
symptoms in hands/cases were pain (73.1%), paresthesias and
numbness (63%), hand weakness (25.9%), and abductor pollicis brevis (APB) atrophy (12.9%). Majority of hands/cases who
underwent OCTR surgeries belonged to American Association
of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic Medicine (AANEM)
grade of severe CTS (85.2%). Bilateral OCTR and unilateral
OCTR was done in 58.8% and 41.2% of patients, respectively.
All hands/cases in the study had undergone primary OCTR.
There were no reported intra- or postoperative complications, except for transient (2–3 months) scar tenderness in
about 12% of hands/cases. Mean outpatient follow-ups post
OCTR was 7.4 months.

Proof of Validity of BCTQ–Hindi Version
of forward–backward translation by a language expert.
(►Fig. 3).

27

Study Procedure and Statistical Analysis

Out of 95 consecutive patients who underwent either
unilateral/bilateral OCTR between 2009 and 2019,
84 patients satisfied the inclusion criteria and were included
in the study. We analyzed the number of hands/cases operated rather than the number of patients for the sake of accuracy. ►Fig. 1 summarizes the study procedure carried out
in June 2020. Outcome assessment via BCTQ–Hindi version
(twice with 7 days interval in June 2020) and patient satisfaction score (3-point Likert scale; patients rather than hands/
cases used to prevent patient bias) was carried out via phone
calls. Patient characteristics and clinical data were obtained
from medical records section.
BCTQ data obtained from the study was used to examine
its own statistical validity. Pearson correlation coefficient (r)
was used for test-retest analysis (r = 0, no correlation; r = 1,
perfect correlation; r > 0.7 strong correlation).28,29 Internal
consistencies were measured using Cronbach’s alpha (α). An
α value of 0.8 to 0.9 and ≥ 0.9 was interpreted as good and
excellent consistencies, respectively. The Fisher exact test and
Student t-test were used to calculate statistical significance
(p value < 0.05, significant result). Statistical analysis was
carried out using SPSS software (version 23 for Windows).

Results
Demographics

The study group included 84 patients accounting for
128 hands/cases operated. BCTQ–Hindi version questionnaire
was telephonically administered to the patients, twice with
7 days interval, by two different authors. Patient satisfaction

The overall BCTQ–Hindi version scores are as follows:
SSS–1.14 ± 0.4 and FSS–1.12 ± 0.35. Both SSS and FSS scales
showed excellent/good internal consistency (α values are 0.9
and 0.81, respectively). Test-retest analysis showed good
reproducibility (r for SSS = 0.72; r for FSS = 0.78). Both these
facts present a good evidence to suggest the validity of BCTQ–
Hindi version.

Outcome Analysis

The mean overall BCTQ–Hindi version scores suggest a very
good long-term outcome from OCTR with or without external neurolysis (SSS = 1.14 ± 0.4; FSS = 1.12 ± 0.35). There was
an unfavorable symptom severity score (≥ 2) in seven (6.5%)
and an unfavorable function severity score (≥ 2) in five (4.6%)
hands/cases. Persistence of numbness, although in a decreased
severity, was seen in seven (6.48%) hands/cases. Mild hand grip
weakness persisted in four (3.7%) hands/cases. No recurrence
of symptoms seen in any of the hands/cases that had become
asymptomatic post OCTR. Perfect/normal score of SSS and FSS
scale (=1) was seen in 81 (75%) hands/cases.
On doing a factor-based subgroup analysis of the outcome
with respect to surgical technique used, it was found that hands/
cases who had undergone OCTR with external neurolysis of the
median nerve fared well compared to those who had undergone
OCTR alone. Mean BCTQ–Hindi version scores for groups–OCTR
alone and OCTR with external neurolysis of the median nerve
were SSS–1.29 ± 0.62/FSS–1.25±0.54 and SSS–1.06 ± 0.13/FSS–
1.05±0.11, respectively (p value = 0.0000, student t-test). All the
hands/cases with an unfavorable (≥2) SSS or FSS in our study
belonged to the OCTR alone group (►Table 2).

Patient Satisfaction

Patients were subjected to additional three questions
based on their satisfaction with the surgery and its outcome (3-point Likert scale). Overall, 94.1% (64 out of 68)
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Fig. 3 Boston carpal tunnel questionnaire (BCTQ)–Hindi version used in the study.
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Table 1 Demographics of patients in our study

Total patients evaluated in the study

n= 68

Age in years, mean (SD)

57.94 (10.90)

Sex ratio (female: male)

5.2: 1

Pattankar et al.

of patients were satisfied with their surgery, 88.2% (60 out
of 68) said they would undergo the surgery again (retrospective consent) if they had a choice, and 82.4% (56 out
of 68) would recommend the surgery to their friends and
family.

Hand dominance, no. (%)

Left

7 (10.3)

Right

59 (89.7)

Ambidextrous

0 (0)

Occupation, no. (%)

Homemaker

33 (48.5)

Office worker

23 (33.8)

Retired

8 (11.8)

Unemployed

4 (5.9)

Comorbidities, no. (%)

Diabetes

14 (20.5)

Hypothyroidism

17 (25)

Rheumatoid/gouty arthritis

4 (5.9)

Involvement–bilateral/unilateral OCTR

Bilateral OCTR

40 (58.8)

Unilateral OCTR

28 (41.2)

(simultaneous surgery–17, staged surgery–23)
(left–13, right–15)

n= 108

Total hands/cases evaluated in the study
Symptoms, no. (%)

Paresthesias

79 (73.1)

Numbness

68 (63)

Pain

58 (53.7)

Hand weakness

28 (25.9)

APB atrophy

14 (12.9)

AANEM grading, no. (%)

Mild CTS

2 (1.8)

Moderate CTS

14 (13)

Severe CTS

92 (85.2)

Surgical technique, no. (%)

OCTR alone

38 (35.2)

OCTR with external neurolysis

70 (64.8)
7.4 (3.8)

Mean follow-up periods, mean in months (SD)

Abbreviations: AANEM, American Association of Neuromuscular and
Electrodiagnostic Medicine; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; OCTR, open
carpal tunnel release; SD, standard deviation.

Discussion
According to the results of this study, BCTQ–Hindi version
is statistically validated and is successfully used in studying the long-term outcome in patients post OCTR. Since
BCTQ is a simple, self-administered questionnaire which
can be completed in less than 10 minutes, it can be used
routinely on an outpatient basis. A recent systematic review
published by Mehta et al regarding BCTQ’s measurement
properties has greatly reinforced its evidence-based use in
clinical practice.23 Our BCTQ–Hindi version’s good internal
consistencies and reproducibility are comparable to the
most published validation studies in major languages of the
world.16-19
Good long-term outcome noted in the present study,
with a persistence rate of 6.48% and no recurrences, is
in accordance with the existing literature.24-26,30 Although
85.2% of the operated hands/cases had severe CTS, complete recovery (SSS and FSS = 1) was seen in 75% hands/
cases post OCTR. Hence, our study supplements the view
of those studies which have previously reported a significant reduction in symptoms after CTR, even in severe
cases.26,31,32 The overall results of surgery are rewarding,
and patients show a dramatic relief in pain as well as paresthesia, and the motor weakness also improves over time.
Although many surgical techniques have been used to
treat CTS in recent times, such as the miniopen CTR or
the endoscopic CTR, we still prefer the standard OCTR
technique (2–3 cm incision), as it provides us the ability
to examine the contents of the carpal tunnel, decreases
the risk of inadvertent nerve injuries, and increases the
probability of complete TCL release.6 Zero intra- or postoperative complications reported in our study substantiates the robust safety profile of the standard OCTR. Our
wide-awake (local anesthesia) and no tourniquet policy for
OCTR received strong support from a recent meta-analysis
published by Olaiya et al.33 The paper reported that “tourniquet use causes significantly more pain with no added

Table 2 Surgical technique-based outcome assessment via BCTQ–Hindi version
OCTR alone

OCTR with external neurolysis

Favorable (≤ 2)

Unfavorable (≥2)

Favorable (≤ 2)

Unfavorable (≥2)

p-Value
(Fisher exact test)

SSS

31

7

70

0

p = 0.0004a

FSS

33

5

70

0

p = 0.004a

Total

38

Hands / Cases
BCTQ-Hindi

70

n = 108

Abbreviations: BCTQ, Boston carpal tunnel questionnaire; FSS, functional severity score; OCTR, open carpal tunnel release; SSS, symptom severity
score.
a
Statistically significant results.
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clinical benefit as compared with using a wide awake, no
tourniquet approach in CTR.”
The main finding of the present study was that the
long-term outcome with external neurolysis in OCTR
was significantly better than with OCTR alone. A possible
explanation for this could be the restoration of physiologic
nerve gliding in cases undergoing external neurolysis of
the median nerve, and the resulting reversal in the direct
or indirect compression-induced changes in the affected
nerve.8,9,34 Studies have also reported that timely reversal of
compression-induced nerve changes would result in near
complete recovery.35
The ancillary procedures like internal neurolysis and epineurotomy are no longer used routinely in the management
of CTS.11 Similarly, tenosynovectomy in CTS is restricted
to those patients with underlying rheumatologic/inflammatory factors or incidental gross synovitis noted at the
surgery.10 These practices stem from the poor safety profile of such procedures. On the contrary, external neurolysis is a very simple and relatively safe ancillary procedure
that has proven benefits in a variety of peripheral neuropathies secondary to adhesions, as has been reported in the
literature.34,36-38 Although many peripheral nerve surgeons
incorporate external neurolysis of the median nerve in their
carpal tunnel decompression, a very limited body of clinical
evidence exists to justify the same.
In the available literature, only a couple of articles
have tried to analyze the role of external neurolysis of the
median nerve in CTR. Duclos et al reported the outcome of
“extensive external neurolysis of the median nerve (from
distal forearm to across the carpal tunnel) without a vascularized flap” in cases of recurrent CTS.39 They concluded
that the extensive external neurolysis alone successfully
established normal gliding of the median nerve, and a
more invasive surgical procedure involving vascularized
flap is not justified. Sri-Ram et al compared the results of
simple CTR and CTR with external neurolysis of the median
nerve in cases of lysosomal storage disorders in pediatric
population.40 The outcome measured using a neurophysiological criterion showed no added benefit from external
neurolysis. To the best of our knowledge, no other article
has ever evaluated the role of external neurolysis in primary OCTR, and using measures like a long-term outcome
or a self-administered questionnaire.

Limitations

Despite statistically validating the BCTQ–Hindi version, the
relatively small sample size, post OCTR status, and questionable representativeness of the study population undermine
the significance of our results. Study groups used to compare
the outcomes based on surgical techniques were not age-,
sex- or electrodiagnostically matched to provide significant
conclusions. Further prospective studies should be done that
compare patient outcomes following both the surgical techniques in a matched study group.
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Conclusion
Good internal consistencies and reproductivity of BCTQ–
Hindi version have statistically validated the same. Good
long-term outcome is seen in CTS undergoing OCTR. The use
of external neurolysis of the median nerve in OCTR is a promising avenue that must be further explored using prospective
randomized studies. All patients with CTS should undergo
periodic symptom and functional severity assessment. And
this BCTQ–Hindi version can be used in clinical practice for
native Hindi speaking patients.
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